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Liquid-gas transition of neon in quasi-one-dimensional environments
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We characterize the behavior of a system of Ne20 atoms in a pure one-dimensional environment between 12
and 30 K by means of path integral Monte Carlo calculations. This is a reasonable model to describe neon
absorbed inside a narrow carbon nanotube. When embedded in a bundle of those tubes, this quasi-one-
dimensional system can undergo a liquid-gas phase transition if nanotubes are narrow and close enough.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional~1D! systems were little more than
theoretical curiosity until the discovery of carbon nanotub
~CN’s! in 1991.1 These are long and narrow cylinders who
walls are made of graphite sheets and, in their native fo
are closed by caps. However, it is possible to open them
chemical or other means, allowing the absorption of spe
of the right size inside. There exist nanotubes of many
ferent radii (R), even though the most abundant ones ha
R56.8 Å @~10,10! in the standard nomenclature#. The nar-
rowest tubes obtained by ordinary means are the~5,5! ones,
with a radius of 3.4 Å, but~4,4! cylinders can be synthesize
inside a template, such as a zeolite.2 When absorbed inside
~5,5! tube, small atoms or molecules could be described
sonably well as a one-dimensional system, specially if th
fit tightly, as in the case of H2.3 Unfortunately, in other case
~e.g., He4) that description is just an approximation.4,5 An
even narrower environment is achieved using the interch
nels in between every three tubes of a bundle of nanotu
in a ~10,10! tube those channels would permit the absorpt
of species of around 3 Å of radius.6 However, the experimen
tal reports of having observed atoms or molecules in t
particular location are scarce.7 In fact, there is even a work
that states that neon is not absorbed in the interstices
bundle of~10,10! CN’s.8

In this work we present path-integral Monte Car
~PIMC! calculations of pure one-dimensional Ne20 at finite
temperature, and some zero-temperature calculations on
same system carried out by means of a diffusion Mo
Carlo ~DMC! technique. To our knowledge, this is the fir
time that a full many-body calculation is reported for a qua
tum 1D gas at finite temperature, in contraposition to
several zero-temperature equations of state already rep
for several gases (He4,4,9–12H2, Ref. 3! even though the cas
of Ne has not been considered yet. There have been
many studies about what would happen for infinite dilut
gases adsorbed inside nanotubes or the interchannels
tioned above~Ref. 13,14, and references therein!. Both
PIMC an d DMC are standard algorithms, and details ab
them could be found in Ref. 15 and Refs. 16,17, respectiv
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The PIMC method allows the calculation of quantum nond
namical properties of finite-temperature systems by mapp
the quantum system onto an equivalent classical mode
which each atom is described by a certain number ofbeads
connected by springs. The beads interact with each othe
a fraction of the real interatomic potential, that in the Ne ca
is taken to be the Aziz HFD-B Ne-Ne pair potential.18

The PIMC simulations presented in this work were p
formed at 12, 15, 20, 25, and 30 K, using a linear densityr)
range between 0 and 0.34 Å21. Exchanges were not al
lowed, which implies that Ne20 atoms are not considere
bosons, but boltzmanons. The temperature range at which
simulations are done guarantees that this is a g
approximation.19,20From PIMC simulations, we obtained th
pressure by means of the virial estimator,

p5
NT

L
2

1

L (
i , j

r i j

dV~r i j !

dri j
, ~1!

whereT is the absolute temperature andL is the length of the
simulation cell.V(r i j ) is the Ne-Ne interatomic potential be
tween two atoms located at a distancer i j from each other. In
all cases the number of atoms,N, was 30, and we varied th
densities by varyingL.

On the other hand, DMC is a technique that allows us
obtain the ground state of a particular system by solving
Schrödinger equation by stochastic means. To do so, we n
to introduce atrial wave function that summarizes all th
information knowna priori about the system. The trial func
tion used in the 1D Ne calculation was a Jastrow one wit
McMillan correlation factor. The parameter in that correl
tion factor was previously determined by means of a va
tional Monte Carlo optimization.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM

The primary output of a DMC simulation is the energ
and, since we are in the ground state, we can get the pres
from
©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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p5r2
]E

]r
, ~2!

wherer, as before, means 1D density.
Figure 1 is a plot of the pressure of a pure on

dimensional system of Ne atoms as a function ofr. It has
been obtained from the ground-state energy by means of
~2!. A couple of things are immediately apparent: there i
minimum in the energy that corresponds to the density
which p50 (r050.304460.0001 Å21, from a third-grade
polynomial fit!, and at that density the system is a liqu
since for lowerr ’s the pressure is negative~we have a van
der Waals loop!. Moreover, the system is bound forr.r0
with a binding energy per particleE05226.760.3 K atr0.
Neon behavior is similar to that of 1D H2,3 also a liquid in
its ground state. The spinodal point for 1D neon obtain
from the calculations isrs50.290460.0001 Å21.

Since at zero temperature the ground-state phase is liq
and at infinite temperature all systems must be gase
seems that there should be afinite temperature at which on
would find a liquid-gas phase transition. However, V
Hove21 showed in the 1950s that a one-dimensional ph
transition is impossible when we have a finite-ranged in
action, and other authors,22–24 proved that a long-range po
tential decaying faster than 1/r 2 could not present a phas
transition in purely 1D systems. All that means that t
liquid-gas critical point seems to be at 0 K, as in the ord
disorder change of a one-dimensional Ising magnet. Un
tunately, the particular characteristics of these 1D arr
make thermodynamical properties at low temperatures d
cult to obtain. The reason is the big fluctuations of tho
properties that appear in any system when it is close t
critical point. Since in 1D those fluctuations are particula
large, we could find that the correlation length at a giv
density and temperature is larger than the largest simula
cell we can afford. In such a case, we could be trapped
part of the system that is, for instance, liquidlike, and hen

FIG. 1. Pressure as a function of density. Ground state of a p
1D system of Ne atoms.
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obtaining wrong thermodynamic averages from the calcu
tion. To avoid that, we simulated the corresponding 1D ne
systems at temperatures at which we were certain that
correlation length was smaller than the simulation cells us
As a check, we performed an additional set of simulations
densities 0.100 Å21 and 0.200 Å21 for 12 K, and 0.100 Å21

and 0.220 Å21 for 15 K, with the same parameters, but wi
120 atoms, instead of 30 as we have employed in all ot
temperatures and densities. The results are given in Tab
for the total energy and the pressure. It can be seen tha
data are compatible with their smaller cell counterparts a
that the error bars are similar in all cases. This would im
that the observables we calculated~total energy per particle
and pressure! are reliable.

The pressure data at finite temperatures are given in
2. All the points correspond to one-dimensional pressu
measured in K/Å. From top to bottom we have the isother
for 30 K, 25 K, 20 K, 15 K, and 12 K, with their correspond

re

TABLE I. PIMC energies and pressures for several densitie
12 and 15 K. All these systems have been done twice, using
and 30 atoms in order to measure finite-size effects.

T @K# N r @Å23# E @K# p @K/Å #

15 120 0.220 213.0(3) 7.8(7)
30 0.220 213.2(4) 7.2(6)
120 0.100 25.2(2) 2.9(3)
30 0.100 25.1(3) 2.9(1)

12 120 0.200 214.6(5) 2.8(7)
30 0.200 214.6(7) 2.6(2)
120 0.100 28.1(4) 1.5(3)
30 0.100 28.8(3) 1.44(6)

FIG. 2. PIMC pressures of a 1D system of neon atoms along
following isotherms: 30 K~filled squares!, 25 K ~squares!, 20 K
filled circles!, 15 K ~circles!, and 12 K ~filled diamonds!. The
dashed lines are the ideal gas pressures of a 1D system at the
peratures cited above.
3-2
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ing error bars. We displayed also the pressure values of a
ideal gas (p5rT) at that same temperatures as dashed lin
and in the same order from top to bottom. Obviously, and
line with the previous discussion, in all isotherms the pr
sure values are monotonically increasing functions of
density, with no van der Waals loops signaling any ph
transition. If we analyze the results, there is another evid
fact: the temperature has to be raised up to at least 25
order to find a sizable density interval in which the ideal g
approximation is valid (r,0.12 Å21). At 20 K there is a
small negative deviation of the ideal behavior at low den
ties, and a positive deviation at high densities, but the
tained pressures are not very different from the correspo
ing to an ideal gas. However, the 15 and 12 K isotherms
far from the ideal gas behavior. On the other hand, at 3
the pressure of the gas is greater than the correspondin
the ideal situation. If we describe the departure of the id
behavior for low densities (r,0.12 Å21) by means of a
second virial coefficient, we would have a tendency sim
to its three-dimensional counterpart:25 a negative value a
low temperatures, a Boyle temperature of about 25 K, an
positive deviation when we heat up the system further.

In order to translate these pressures into thr
dimensional ones, the neon atoms have to be supposed
sorbed in a narrow tube@~5,5!# or in the interstitial positions
of a ~10,10! bundle. Then, we have to divide the 1D pre
sures by the transversal area of the absorption site. F
~5,5! tube that area ispR2536.3 Å2, while for an interstitial
channel it is 52.5 Å2.

III. QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL NEON ABSORBED IN
BUNDLES

Up to now, we have circumscribed ourselves to the c
of a single one-dimensional system. However, the car
nanotubes usually associate themselves forming bundle
those bundles, every CN is surrounded by other six tu
forming a triangular lattice in the plane perpendicular to th
longitudinal axes. On the other hand, the parallel interch
nels in between three of those tubes are disposed in a
agonal pattern in the samexy plane. The presence of atom
in those adjacent tubes or interchannels exerts a certain
fluence in the one-dimensional arrays of atoms. In particu
the effect in the pressure is taken into account by adding
term

2
1

L (
i j

r i j

dV~r i j !

dri j
~3!

to Eq. ~1!. Here,r i j is the distance between atoms in diffe
ent tubes. However, these distances are considerably l
even in the most favorable situations. If the atoms are
sorbed inside~5,5! tubes forming a bundle, the minimal dis
tance between them is;10.2 Å. One expects then that th
correlation between atoms is minimal, and the pressure e
of the presence of the other tubes in the bundle could
described by a mean-field approximation,11
07542
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dV~r !

dr
dr. ~4!

The accuracy of this approach has been checked for the
ergy in the case of He4.26

We performed the integral in two cases, Ne absorbed
side ~5,5! tubes forming a bundle, and the same species
the interchannels of a set of~10,10! tubes. In this last con-
figuration, the minimum distance between interchannels
;9.81 Å. For the first case, the integration rende
210.09r2 K/Å, and in the second,26.44r2 K/Å. As in the
rest of this work,r is the linear density of neon atoms in th
corresponding environment, and it is supposed to be
same in all tubes or interchannels. If we want to have
pressure for the three-dimensional systems, we should di
the obtained values, including the corrections, by the acc
sible perpendicular area, as commented above.

Figure 3 displays the effects of that correction in the 12
isotherm. This plot shows the pure 1D system~filled
squares!, the bundle of~5,5! tubes~circles!, and what would
happen if the array of atoms were absorbed in the interch
nels of the~10,10! bundle~filled circles!. Obviously, the er-
ror bars are the same in all three cases and are not depict
the last one for simplicity. The 1D isotherm increases mo
tonically with density, as it should for a system with no pha
transitions. The same happens for interstitial neon, but
case of the~5,5! array of bundles is completely different.
can be seen that there is a density range 0.09 Å21,r
,0.11 Å21 in which the corrected isotherm isflat. This is a
signal for a liquid-gas phase transition, since for that criti
isotherm there should be at least a point at which]p/]v and
]2p/]v2 are both zero. Thus, the corresponding critical po
would beTc;12 K, with arc50.10 Å21. Since there is no
phase transition in 1D, the reason for which there is criti
temperature is the influence of the surrounding tubes. In f
this is not the first time that coupling with neighboring tub

FIG. 3. 12 K isotherms. Filled squares, pure 1D system. Circ
neon inside~5,5! nanotubes. Filled circles, neon absorbed in t
interstices of a~10,10! bundle.
3-3
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is the mechanism invoked to induce a phase gas-liquid27,28or
a melting29,30 transition. There is even an estimation of
gas-liquid transition critical temperature in the case of N
using a 3D modified anisotropic Ising model to getTc .31 A
comparison between the number obtained in that approxi
tion (Tc563.8 K) and the one in the present work sho
that in the neon case that Ising model is completely in
equate, at least with the parameters given in that referen

The minimum distance between tubes is not the only v
able here, we have also the particular disposition of the
arrays in space.28 Even though the neon atoms of differe
interchannels are located closer than if they were absorbe
a ~5,5! tube, in the former case, each line of neon atoms
surrounded by three other lines~hexagonal pattern!, while in
the latter the number of next-neighbor lines is six~triangular
pattern!. In fact, in a real system of neon in~10,10! inter-
channels, one should decrease more the temperature to
tain a flat isotherm, as can be deduced from the data of
3. This is very difficult in our simulations, due to 1D corr
lation problems mentioned above, but it should not be a m
jor problem in an experimental set up. The~5,5! case con-
sidered here would be an upper bound for the criti
temperature of quasi-1D neon, since 10.2 Å is the sma
possible distance between tubes. For larger tubes, the
approximation would be worst.

A word should be said about the possibility of having N
inside the interstices of a bundle of~10,10! tubes. Talapatra
et al.8 have recently stated that that was impossible. On
other hand, a DMC calculation of the energy for a sing
atom in such an environment would give a ground-state
ergy of 21011.152260.0009 K, i.e., the neon should ent
the channels. Two are the reasons for the apparent contr
.

y
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tion. The first is the difference between the experimen
setup and the scene the calculations imply. Ref. 8 claims
the nanotubes were not prepared in any special way, im
ing that some of the interchannels would be clogged a
unaccessible to the neon atoms. Second, the tubes cou
far from the parallel, perfect and regular cylinders assum
in simulations. However, the most important effect would
entropic. In going from a three-dimensional environment t
one-dimensional one, the entropy decreases a fair amo
The effect could be estimated applying the Sakur-Tetro
equation for the entropy of an ideal gas in both cases,
obtaining the difference, that is more or less negative
pending on temperature and on the length of the syst
However, if the temperature is low enough, the absorpt
would certainly take place.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we found that even though a liquid-g
phase transition is impossible in a pure 1D environment,
influence of neon atoms absorbed inside neighboring tu
or interchannels could create such a phenomenon. The u
critical temperature possible is that of neon absorbed in
inner part of opened~5,5! tubes forming a bundle, about 1
K. For comparison, theTc of three-dimensional neon i
44.45 K,32 and for Ne on top of a graphite sheet, 15.8 K.33
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